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Preproduction 

INSPARATION  

The setup of Maze escape was inspired by the book and film ‘The 

Maze Runner’, in that you start at the center of a maze and have to work your 

way out with the maze having different sections and challenges to face. 

For my enemies I drew from both the games ‘Portal’ and ‘Pac-Man’, 

one for a still standing enemy that will track your movements and aim for you, and 

the latter for its enemies abilities to follow you around a maze situation. In this 

level I was most inspired by the Pac-Man Ghosts, especially ‘Blinky’ who is known 

to actually chase the player around the maze. 

Finally, for the movement in game I found my inspiration in the arcade game 

‘Asteroids’. In this I enjoyed how your movement and direction of shot were 

independent of each other, allowing for such things like moving side on to the way you 

are shooting. The end movement and shooting link I chose is one 

similar to real life tanks as was as in the mini game ‘Tanks’ from 

the game ‘Wii Play’ in which the shooting can occur in any 

direction while movement happens without a link to the shooting. 

PLANNING  

To me, planning was one of the most important parts of this assignment. I needed to know what I wanted the 

prototype to do, what feel I wanted the game to have, what mechanics I wanted included and more. So, with an idea 

in mind I shifted my focus on to planning.  

The first step for me was to look at my existing knowledge of UE4 and how well I got 

on with coding before so that I could recognize what was reasonable given my skill set. With 

this I realized I needed to keep my prototype relatively simple and also ways I could use the 

same or similar coding to make new mechanics within the game.  

It was here that I began to lay out what I wanted in my game and how I wished for it 

to work. I drew from my inspiration as to how the characters should move, and behave, and 

also the basic idea of starting from an inner maze and moving outwards. With a list of what to 

include, I moved on to a basic level design, 

outlining what needed to happen in each 

section of my level in order to create a flowing 

feel to the level. Having these plans to hand 

helped me when both learning the code and 

also implementing all aspects once in UE4 as it 

meant I could focus more on what I struggled 

with, rather than having to also focus on a more 

creative aspect. 
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Production 

MOVEMENT  

Once I hit the production stage, there was only one place for me to start: the basic mechanics. This was the 

movement of the main character. Before all of this however, we had to set the camera angle. While 

movement was only to occur in 2 dimensions, the protype was made in a 3D set up to help give the 

game more depth. In order to make it into a top-down shooter, I attached a camera to the playable 

character within the blueprint and then setting this to the default view for my game mode.   

Now able to see correctly, I moved on to the movement. This begun in the project settings 

as I created new input bindings with axis mappings. This registered then when I would use the 

movement keys, telling the coding that I was attempting to do something along the axis. By setting 

these scales I was able to determine which way along the X and Y access the player or bullet was 

moving. With buttons recognized, they would then call upon functions within my playable 

characters blueprints, then allowing me to work out the formula that would get the characters 

location changed depending on what button was pressed. The biggest issue I faced during the movement 

implementation was getting my directions correctly. Movement had been implemented and worked; however, W 

would be sending you down or sideways rather than up. Lucky this was an easy fix through trail and error of using 1 

and -1 in the X and Y word direction transformers until W was up and the others worked too. 

 

 

 

 

 

WIDGETS  

 For me, widgets are one of my favourite things to code. This is mainly because after you have figured out the 

blueprints for one, they are all very similar to implement 

and call upon. With all widgets, I started first by creating 

the design for them, adding the name of each screen and 

the buttons they would need. Once that was all set, I 

would head into their graph, creating functions for each 

button for such things like moving between level and 

main menu. Once they were all set, the blueprints were 

made in the correct places where they would need to be 

called upon. For example, when the main menu game 

world was opened, the main menu widget would be created and shown on screen.  
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 One of the more difficult widgets to set up was the pause menu, this is due to its need to halt all character 

movements while also displaying the widget and changing the controls from keyboard to mouse. To achieve this, I 

had to first create a condition for the game in which all characters would not be able to move or shoot once the menu 

was up. I made this blueprint through the playable character’s script as it would most easily allow me to switch the 

control inputs. I used both a Boolean and the UE4 function to pause the game, the latter to cease all actions while the 

former was there to help tell when the pause was lifted again. The unpausing code was written in the widgets 

blueprint as it used the resume button to start off the necessary codes.  

MASTERCL ASSES  

 Masterclasses where completely new to me at the start of 

this assignment. It was upon researching for the best way to 

create collectables that I learnt about Masterclasses and the 

parent child relationship they have. Having one Master collectable 

code and then children actors for all of my powerups and the keys 

were the simplest and most efficient ways of setting this up.  

 Within the master collectable I created a code that would run, checking the name of each collectable, and 

then taking you to the function for that type of collectable. Take for instance the health addition, here if the 

collectable that touched the player was the health boost, the blueprint would take you to the health addition function 

where the player would gain 50% health or what ever they needed to hit 100% again, depending on which was the 

lower number. 

 I could have used the collectables like this, naming everyone that I placed using the collectable name 

variable in the details tab, however this is where I brought in the children. By right clicking on the masterclass in the 

content browser, I was able to create a child instance of it. With this, I was able to give each type 

of collectable a unique colour to easily identify it as well as setting the permeant collectable 

name for that child. This meant that whenever I added the health collectable child to the world, 

it would already be named appropriately so as to run the health addition function that it took 

from its parent. 
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Postproduction 

EVAL UATION OF PROCESS  

 Overall, the process of creation had ups and downs. There were many times where the coding would flow 

and only minor problems would arise, problems that were fixed within a couple of minutes. Other times the code 

could be stuck for hours if not days with me unable to find the issue or even just where to start with the blueprint for 

certain things. Often I became frustrated with making this as for a long time I couldn’t decide where I wished for the 

project to go and I was hunting through the possibilities of things I could code to build my ideas around that. Many 

of the issues with the coding came down to the smallest of things, like the nodes linking up wrong or an incorrect 

function being used and this would often throw me off the want to make this project as I became increasingly 

annoyed with how it was turning out. It wasn’t until I struck upon the final idea of what I wanted this prototype to be 

that I managed to find the full motivation and drive to work through all of the issues that were originally putting me 

off.  

 I also faced the issue of COVID during the production of this. With the university closed I was unable to get 

any work done for months on end, effectively leaving the prototype in a limbo of not knowing what to do with it and 

not being able to work upon it either. Stress came from not knowing when I would be able to work on it again and 

further stress came as finally the university opened again, but now there was a time crunch to get the project done 

in an even shorter time than what should have happened. Luckily, I persevered. Using the stress and looming 

deadline to kick myself into gear and push through my motivation issues. 

EVAL UATION OF PROTOTYPE  

 With the prototype now complete I must admit I am more than proud of what I managed. I am able to see the 

flaws and issues in my project that I wish could be improved upon, however with my initial coding abilities and 

overall uncertainty with blueprints, the prototype turned out better than imagined. One of the biggest things I wish I 

could have changed within the game is the playable character’s gun snapping back to north anytime it is not in use. 

Had I been given more time to gain a stronger understanding of how blueprints work, I would have liked to attempt a 

way to keep the gun pointing in the direction it had just fired. Another thing I wished to improve upon is the range of 

the gun. My lack of access to a controller meant that my protypes gun could only fire in 8 directions that followed by 

arrow keys. Ideally, I would have liked to give the gun a 360-degree rotation as during testing and the final prototype 

I often struggled to hit the enemies due to the limited rotation. The final thing I wished I could have changed for the 

prototype if having the collectables spawn randomly as I found myself memorizing the map during testing. As you 

see in the video, knowing the places of the collectables did not overly help me with the enemies, however, to 

increase the replay-ability I would have liked them to generate randomly. Despite the things I wish to change, I am 

still happy with the final product and found fun and the right kind of tension while playing and testing. I believe I 

managed to make a well-balanced game with the right level of difficulty, surprise and interest and for that reason I 

see this project as a success. 


